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A woman and her dog
Blind SU student talks about her furry guide
By Su/.an Koscak
SpectatorReporter

Pat Watson, a first quarter Seattle
University student, was almost killed the
other day when she nearly stepped in
frontof a moving truck.
She had been waiting for the light to
change when suddenly her dog, Cass,
began crossing the street taking, Watson
with her.
Watson is blind.
She couldn't stop Cass and turn around; all she could do was to merge into
the oncoming traffic. "Oneof the things
they toldus at 'Guide Dogs' is when you
start crossing the street keep going; do
not stop. Because if you do you are
going to confuse the drivers and youare
more likely to get hit," shs said.
Watson has had Cass for about six
months. She is still fanning a bond
with the animal. She said the first eight
months are crucial in developing the
bond where the dog listens lo only her
and they work as a team.
Judith Swaney, a receptionist at the
Vision Center in §cattle and a guidedog
user, said it takes a long time to get a
guide dog. After obtaining a dog,
teamwork is a long process.
"When you take the dog home don't
expect miracles," Swaney said. "It takes
at least a year it took me three years"
tq develop a bond.
"Jennifer would getdistractedor go the
wrong way Iused to cry because I
thought it was me not doing something
right."
Watson said sometimes she doesn't
know when people are petting Cass
because shedoes not hear them. "Unless
somebody tells me that somebody was
don't know it I
become
petting Cass I
angry because Ihave to correct her
because she's not doing what she's
supposed to be doing. She's not paying
attention."
When someone distracted Cass the
other day it almost ended in tragedy at
the front of a truck.
"We were crossing Broadway and
Madison when somebody started calling
her. Cass, instead of crossing the street
the right way, went diagonally in front
ofa semi-truck."
The light had just changed and people
were able to stop their cars, Watson said.
"That day Ihad been having a lot of
problems with people petting Cass and
she was just going off into no-mans
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Pat Watson andher guide dog Cass are almost inconspicuous in the
front of an SUclassroom.
Shehasbeen blind nearly nine years.
"I went blind in October (nearly nine
years ago) and that first Christmas I

land; going everywhere but the right
direction,"Pat said.
This is Watson's first quarter at SU,

"On the days when it would be windy and
raining Icouldn't hear my cane tapping on the
cement bricks. I would have to hang onto
railings or feel walls to get where Iwas going.
That's when Idecided to get a guide dog" - Pat
Watson.
didn't want to celebrate," Watson said.
"If Ican't see (the tree) it, no one else
is."

where she is majoring in rehabilitation.
She has four more quarters to go before
she graduates.
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Two days later she decided "it was
Christmas."
Oneof thehardest adjustments for her
was the realization thatshe would not be
able to see her then 7-year-old daughter
and 11-year-old son grow up.
They are both now 16 and 20,
respectively.
"I wouldn't be able to see the trees or
the leaves when they change color," she
said.
After nearly nine years, she has adjusted to being blind. Now, she has
another adjustment to make that of
having a guidedog asher eyes.
She had been using a white cane to
sense her way aroundbut made the decision to get a guide dog when she was attending the University of Washington.
"On days whenit wouldbe windy and
raining I
couldn't hear my cane tapping
on the cement or bricks," Watson said.
"I would have to hang onto railings or
feel walls to get where Iwas going.
That's when IAnally decided to get a
guidedog."
Cass is a gentle, fuzzy, golden retriever, with bi£, pleading brown eyes.
And apparently irresistably touchable to
some people.
And that is the problem.
Cass can't do her job, Watson said, if
people are constantly petting her and
calling to her like they have been doing
when they see her in classes or walking
around campus
Last week she was walking to the
bookstore when "this guy was talking to
Cass and Cass decided she was going to
~I
follow him instead of lead me
couldn't gether attention."
Watson said: "Cass is there to help
me. She is trained to show me curbs and
steps and obstacles that are in my way.
She is trained to take me around people
so they don't have to move.
"I put a lot of trust in Cass and if she
gets distracted it puts me in danger,"
Watson said.
When Cass is at home she can be a
puppy, Watson said. She can play just
like any other dog but "when she's got
her harness on and I've got her outin the
street or wherever, we're working."
Watson wants to be sensitive to other
people and still be able to keep her dog
in training and be safe. She said it is
reallyimportant for people not to talk to
Cass or to touchher.
"Talk to me but not to Cass," she
said. "If people ask meIwill explain to
them the situation but a lot of them
don't" ask.
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Alaskan bishop discusses protesting arms race
By Tim

Huber
Spectator Reporter
Christian values demand the armsrace
and violence in the world be protested,
according to Bishop Michael Kenny of
Juneau, Alaska, who spoke last week at
Seattle University.
"Violence is simply not an acceptable
"
way for human beings to intcrract, said
Kenny. "I suppose it isnaive to say that
there is an alternative," he added, but,
"Thisis precisely what we as Christians
have to offer the world." "
"What is there in us, questioned
Kenny,that causes the "extraordinary capacity for violence." Kenny saidhe sees
nuclear weapons "as an extension of the
violence within us" and that violence
takes many forms.
Kenny called for a "conversion that
allows us to really solve our enemies."
People must learn "to respondagain and
again with love to turn the other cheek."
"I know all this sounds dreamy,but it
s in the gospel," said Kenny. "When I
speak about non-violence Iam not
talking about letting injustice continue,"
"Non-violence,"Kennyexplained, "is
not the right way to go because it is
effective,but because itis moral."
According to Kenny, non-violence
means sacrifice. "We put our lives on

the line," in non-violent protest. "It
means giving up a job," he said,
"standing up and speaking out I
think
Jesus is asking us to suffer."
Kenny, along with Archbishhop
Raymond Hunthausen,appeared at arally
Sunday atBangor to protest thearrival of
another Trident submarine.
Part of the protest action involved in
resisting Trident involves what Ground
Zero refers to as Nuremberg action.
Kenny alsoreferred to Nuremberg when
discussing the need for protest of the
armsrace.
Remembering the Nuremberg trials of
Nazis for war crimes, Kenny said the
defense used was "I didn't know, Ididn't
realize," what was being done to the
Jews.
"They were following orders, they
were following their leaders," said Kenny
of the war criminals.
"Do we know what we are doing?"
asked Kenny, who said that is the
questionpertinant to thearms race.
Kenny refused to openhis speech with
the customary joke or humorous anecdote. A joke about thearms race would
be "so obscene, so terribly outof place."
But as he concluded he saidhe didhave a
smilebecause of hope.
Kenny was joined byShelly Douglas,
who spoke about her recent trip to the

...

Bishop Michael Kenny of Juneau, Alaska spoke on Christians protesting
thenuclear arms race.
Soviet Union. She visited several
churches and explained that "thisis what
our missiles are aimed at These people
are the people weare going to destroy if
we fire our Trident missiles." Douglas
alsocalled for protest. "Ido think that
everybody has to dosomething."

Remodeling plans outlined
By Carrie Hunkapiller
Spectator Reporter

The next step in SU's elaborate
muscial chairs shuffling of faculty and
administrative offices begins at the end
of themonth when the bookstore starts a
, 1.3 million renovationproject.
Eventually, administrative offices
from the Pigott building will be moved
into the registrar's offices and the school
of education faculty will be joined in
together in Pigott.
George Pierce, vice president for
administration and director of planning
explained thereasons for the shuffling.
Sheila Hood, vice president of
enrollment service, felt a need to better
serve students and potential students with

attractive integratedbuilding, Pierce said.
"Thebookstore was designed for this."
The secondreason is "therehas been a
need around here for awhile to have a
convenient location for enrollment
services," Piercesaid.
When the remodel is completed the
bookstore will have alloffices which are
now in Pigot -the registrar, the
admissions and the evaluators office ~
and the services currently in the
bookstore.
"The bookstore building is in an old
Canada Dry bottling plant and needs to
be brought up to code but it has some
potential inside, if the building can
include the tenants who arein therenow
butalso for the admissions office and the

SU project working to
help instruct illiterate
By Nigel Bean

Spectator Reporter

If you can read this simple sentence,

consider yourself one of the lucky ones.
The facts speak for themselves. In the
greater Seattle area there are 60 thousand
functionally illiterate adults. Adults who
can notreada newspaper, their mail or fill
out a job application.
Seattle University's office of continuing
education was do to something about
those figures through the Adult Literacy
Project, Oliviade LaGarzaPuccia,project
head.
The projectproposes to give literacy
services, free of charge, to residents of
Southeast Seattle and White Center areas.
Volunteer tutors will be recruited, trained
and matched with indentified literacy
clients. The program will work in
conjunction with existing literary projects
and also with other organizations
providing additional services, La Garza
Puccia said.
LaGarza Puccia said the program has
many benefits for the community and

volunteers. She said her first experience
in literary education still gives hera "deep
senseof satisfaction."
She helpeda 24 year od man who was
married with two children and putting his
wife through collegecame to her for help.
She said he was employed but his
inability to read kept him from advancing
any farther thana workman. He knew his
job and the skill to move up to foreman,
but a foreman must be able to read.
Today, she said, heis going to college
and has a grade point average of 4.0. in
the computer science field. She added that
he was happy about his future and
thankful for a "new lease" on life.
La Garza Puccia said there are many
causes of illiteracy including economic
background, illness and minor learning
disabilities. "The most important thing
to remember is illiteracy is a curable
handicap." she said.
She added that any reading adult can
become a literacy tutor. Volunteers canbe
trained to be teachers or administrators.

registrar's office." Pierce said.
"Weneed to have additional space in
the,Pigott building for the present school
of business and school of education
faculty, when the Arts and Science
Building is completed SU will tear
Marion down." he said.
When the project is finished, the
faculty and staff which are now in
Marion will be moved to the Arts and
Sciences building and the offices in
Pigott will be moved to the new
completed bookstore.
"This will consolidate all business
faculty and school of education faculty
into one building," Pierce added.
The first and second floors of Pigott
will house the school of business. The
school of business presently is on the
fifith floor, will be vacated and the
school of education faculty will be
moved to the fifth floor. Third and
fourth floors willremain as classrooms.
"It (therenovation) should have a very
positive affect on the students," Pierce
said. "There will be a central location
for everyone to go." An example of this
is when seniors go to get their
evaluations instead of going to the
bookstore to pay the bill,then back to
Pigott to the registrars office, all
transactions willbe inone building.
"It will also be a more attractive
facility for the students because it willbe
integrated with the bookstore itself,"
Pierce said.
"For potential students and parents
who come on campus it is more
attractive because they willbe able to go
to the admissions office to see the
counselor but also go to the financial aid
office," Pierce said.
During the six to eight month
renovation period the bookstore services
remain where they arebut there willbe a
new entranceduringconstruction.
SU is finalizing the working
drawings and the building is scheduled to
be completed at the endof springquarter,
1987.

Seattle Archbishop Raymond Hunthausen also called for protest and therejectionof the Strategic Defense Initiative
or Stars Wars program because it brings
a false security about war. "There cannot
be any security except in God," said
Hunthausen.

Briefs
Disabled
accessgroup

to
meet
A committee of students wanting to

make the Student Union Building
accessible to physically disabled
students will holda meeting today at 3
p.m., Pigott 405.
Currently, the second floor is not
accessible to the physically disabled,
making it difficult to attend Student
Life activities and social functions.
The committee hopes to find people
willing to lobby the administration for
money to make the entire building
accessible. Those wanting to get involved can attend the meeting or call,
Marie Hudgins at 626-5310.

Reporter
speaks on
El Salvador

Chris Norton, veteran El Salvador
correspondent for the ChristianScience
Moniter, will speak on "El Salvador:
The Endless War," tonight at 7:30 p.m.
at the Seattle Center's Nisqually Room.
Norton willbe questioned by a panel
of Seattle journalists, including Mike
Layton, Seatttle Post-Intelligencer;
Emmett Murray, Seattle Times; Jim
Althoff, KING Radio; and Kathleen
War- ren,KIRORadio.
Admission is $4 for adults, $2.50 for
seniors and students.
The event is sponsored by World
Affairs Council of Seattle, League of
Women Voters of Greater Seattle and
Seattle Central AmericaMedia Project.

shots
Flu
Flu shots are available for the SU
community in the student health center
located inBellarmine Hall,room 107.
The cost is $3.50. In addition shots
for measles, mump and rubella and
tetanusimmunization shots are availabe
at nr> mst
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3
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Constitutioncelebrationhosts speakers

Dr. Kent Hill
By Allison Westfall
SpectatorNews Editor
Three nationally and internationally
known speakers will be at Seattle
University next week to celebrate the
200th anniversary of the U.S.
Constitution.
Dr.Kent Hill,executive directorof the
institute on religionand democracy in

crime

prevention
tips given
Here are some personal safety
suggestions from the Crime Prevention
Comer offeredby the safety and security
department
At night, stay on well-lighted street;
avoiddoorways, shrubbery, dark shadows
near buildings,alleys andother potential
hidingplaces.
When possible, walk with a friend or
use the escort service offered by safety
and security services.
When you take out your wallet,be as
discreet as possible in handling youi
cash. Remember that cash is a strong
temptation to the potential robber. So
try to avoid carrying cash, especially in
large amounts. Use checks or credit
cards whenever possible.

Dr. Eric von Kuehuelt-Leddihn
Washington D.C., Dr. James Hitchcock,
professor of history at St. Louis
University and Dr. Eric von
Kuehnelt-Leddihn,Austrian essayist and
novelist, will speak on topics dealing
with the Constitution.
Dr. Andrew Tadie, SU English
professor and coordinator of the
celebration said "the generalpurpose of
the speakers is to get students to think
once again about the values in the
document that outlines the structures of
our government"
Tadie said the events are part of

Dr. James Hitchcock
national celebration headed by former
Supreme Court Chief Justice Warren
Burger.
"200 years as constitutions go is not
a long time. Not even everyone who
wrote the Constitution believed that it
wouldendure." Tadie said.
He added that having a constitution
which endured that long without major
revisions was "reason to celebrate."
Hill will be speaking on the topic
"The Church, State and Constitution:
Who Owns thePublic Square?" on Nov.
3 at 4 p.m. in the library auditorium.

Hill works with the institute on
religion anddemocracy to plan seminars,
surveys,assistance to countries working
toward religious freedoms, provides
information and publish a newsletter.
Hill was formerly a professor at Seattle
Pacific University.
Hitchcock will be speaking on
"Church and State: The Perennial
Conundrum" on Nov.5 at 4 p.m. in the
library auditorium. Hitchcock has
written for several academic journals and
served on received his doctorate at
Princeton as well as two honorary
degrees.
Kuehnelt-Leddihn will speak on
"America and Europe: The Great
Misunderstanding" on Nov. 18 at 4 p.m.
in the library auditorium. He was
formerly professor of history and
sociology at St. Peters college. He has
written several novels including "Gates
of Hell", "Night over the East" and
"Moscow 1979." He has also travelled
and studied extensively around the world.
The series is sponsored by SU, the
Intercolliegate Studies Institute in
Pennsylvania and two anonymous
donors, Tadie said.
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It's EMERGING
NOV. 12....
How are
affected?..

YOU

KIRKLAND'S NEWEST

WATERFRONT RESTAURANT
IS NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOP
POSITIONS TOBEGIN November .171981
Restaurant Services. Inc.. ts proud to
announce the addition of a sensationalnew
waterfront restaurant, the KIRKLAND
ROASTER AND ALE HOUSE. Following in
the tradition of ORIGINAL JAKE
OSHAUGNESSEYS. F.X. McRORVS.LESCHI LAKECAFE and NEW JAKE
OSHAUGNESSE VS. we invite you to apply
for employment with this exciting and
progressive organization. We are currently
interviewing applicants to fill the following
positions:

BUS PERSONS
COCKTAIL SERVERS
HOSTS/HOSTESSES
COOKS
FOODSERVERS
DISHWASHERS
APPLICANTS MUST BE AVAILABLE TOBEGIN TRAINING
ON N0 v.1019*6
TopbtMfflL ERteflwngetlor illposlUent«
1100410.000* hour.
i.m -500 pm
ApplyMondirf rtdiy, M0
418 OcddtrtllSouth(Nur t» XIngdomt)
SecondFloor No ippointnwvt

—

noomifjE.ol.
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See Captain Williams at Chiefton Lobby on October 29 or call 442-7710 for more information.
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Sullivan attends Catholic

meetings

Discusses Pope's visit, Curran case

By John Teehan
SpectatorEditor

When Seattle University President
William Sullivan,S.J.,attends meetings
of the Association of Jesuit Colleges and
Universities and the Association of
Catholic Colleges and Universities, the
talk is usually about governmental and
legislative matters.
Not so at the last meetings.
On Oct. 5, the Association of Jesuit
Colleges andUniversities (AJCU) met in
San Francisco, in conjunction with the
gatherings of the American Council of
Education (ACE),an umbrella group of
higher learning. The discussions were
on relations between Catholic institutions and the Catholic Church and Jesuit
order.
The Association of Catholic Colleges
and Universities (ACCU) met Oct. 8 in
San Rafael, Calif., at a small Catholic
school called Dominican College. Issues
discussed were relations between
Catholic institutions and the Catholic
Church and next year's visit by Pope
John PaulIIto theUnited States.
"There was much more conversation
about those areas this time than about
governmental relations, which usually
take up about two-thirds or three-quarters
ofour time," Sullivan said.
Sullivan, who chairs the AJCU meetings,says the board is made up of the 28

presidents of the Jesuit colleges and
universities in the United States. They
normally meet twice a year.
The ACCU board is comprised of
about 250 members, Sullivan said. The
group, which meets three times a year, is
made up of presidents, vice presidents,
deans and other educators of Catholic
schools.
This group "has more of a mixture of
people from the various dimensions of
their university," Sullivan said.

Functions of groups
The AJCUboard's purpose is to bring
communication between the 28 Jesuit
schools.
"While there may be significant differences between Georgetown and
Regis College in Denver," Sullivan said,
"there are also similarities and that we
can help one another and learn from one
another. That's really the purpose."

...

SU's president said the ACCU ;, primary concern is to represent Catholic
colleges and universities to theCatholic
Church.
The main topic at the ACCU meeting
was the Pope's visit to theUnited States
next October.
Sullivan said Pope John Paul II will
spend six or seven days in the southand
west. "This isan important opportunity

for Catholic education in the United
States to present itself to the Pope,"
Sullivan said.
"The Vatican officials and the Holy
Father himself really do not have an
understanding of how large and varied
Catholic education is in the United
States," headded.
Curran case discussed
Sullivan said the AJCU and the
ACCU boards discussed the case of
Father Curran, a theologian at Catholic
University of America in Washington,
D.C., who ran afoul with the Vatican
concerningsome of his teachings.
The two boards agreed the Curran
situation has nothing to do with other
Catholic institutions because Catholic
University has acontractual arrangement
with the Vatican. This gives the Vatican
the right to oversee appointments and to
approve tenure.
There isno such arrangementbetween
the Vatican and other Catholic colleges
and universities,Sullivan said.
"I was pleased to see that there was
real strong consensus among the Jesuit
presidents that were there and among
people on the ACCUboard that there is
a very clear distinction on what could
happen between Catholic University and
the Vatican and what could happen
between other Catholic universities,"

Sullivan said.
Sullivanhas many reasons for serving
on these boards. One, he said, is to learn
from contact with other presidents and
educators.
Another reason is to make "Seattle
University present to these national
organizations it's not like living in
Grand Central Station; weare out herein
the corner" of the country.
Here are the 28 member institutions
and founding dates of the AJCU:
Georgetown University, 1789; Saint
Louis University, 1818; Spring Hill
College, 1830; Xavier University, 1831;
Fordham University, 1841; College of
the Holy Cross, 1843; Saint Joseph's
University, 1851; Santa Clara
University, 1851.
Loyola College, 1852; University of
San Francisco, 1855; Boston College,
1863; Canisius College, 1870; Loyola
University, Chicago, 1870; Saint Peter's
College, 1872; Regis College, 1877;
University of Detroit, 1877; Creighton
University, 1878; Marquette University,
1881.
John Carroll University, 1886;
Gonzaga University, 1887; Seattle
University, 1891; Rockhurst College,
1910; LoyolaMarymount, 1911; Loyola
University, New Orleans, 1912;
University of Scranton, 1923; Fairfield
University, 1942; Le Moyne College,
1946; and WheelingCollege, 1954.

...

Archdiocese divests in South Africa
By John Teehan
SpectatorEditor

The Catholic Archdiocese of Seattle,
in responding to the system of apartheid,
will divest itself of any financial
investments inSouth Africa, Archbishop
Raymond G. Hunthausen announced at
theend of September.
In the Sept. 25 issue of The Progress

(page 5), the archdiocesan newspaper,
Ibelieve that
Hunthausen wrote,
current conditions within South Africa
now warrent more significant and
concerted action. Accordingly, after
careful thought and deliberation,Ihave

...

directed our office ofbusiness and finance

to again review the investments of the
archdioceseand to divestourselves of any
holdings in companies engaging in
significant business activity in South
Africa."

Hunthausen pointed out in his letter
that the evil and brutality of apartheid
has become painfully clear to people
throughout the world. He wrote as
Christians we have an obligation to join
in the struggle against the system, a
system that practices strict racial
segregation and discrimination against
the native Negroes and other colored
peoplesin South Africa.
In a news release supplied by the
public affairs office of the Catholic
Archdiocese of Seattle, it was pointed
out that approximately 12 to 15 percent
of the archdiocese's portfolio will be
affected by the divestment
Inaddition,it said that the archdiocese
has already divested itself of holdings in
the top 20 defense contractors, the top22

firms in the nuclear weapons industry
and pharmaceutical companies involved
in the manufacture of artificial birth
control substances and devices and
abortifacients (substances which cause
abortion).
In his letter, Hunthausen quoted Pope
Hunthausen went on to urge all
Catholics in Western Washington to
"join with me and my brother bishops in
calling upon our United States Senate
and president to act to impose effective
economic and diplomatic sanctions on
the governmentofSouth Africa.
"Such strong actions are necessary if
we are to help break the cycle of abuse,
violence,chaos andbloodshed, which,are
the inevitable consequences of the evil
system of apartheid," Hunthausen wrote.
As our nation recently celebrated the
100th birthday of the Statue of Liberty,
Hunthausen pointed out that,as a nation,
we often fall short of living outour ideal
of liberty and justice for all.
However, he wrote, "We have
nonetheless shown that a nation of diverse people,firmly committed to justice
and the openrecognition and protection
of the rights of everyone,can endure and
prosper."

The antithesis of what the United
States stands for and the Christian
principles of this country, Hunthausen
John Paul IIas saying, "For Christians,
and for all whobelieveina covenant that
is an unbreakable bondbetween Godand
man and between all human beings, no
form of discrimination in law or in
fact
on the basis of race, origins,
color,culture, sex or religioncan ever be
acceptable,hence no system of apartheid
or separate development will ever be
acceptable as a model for the relations
between peoples or races."

--

-

wrote,are practiced inSouth Africa. He
said South Africa as a nation is
"constituted on the principle of

W3
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separation rather than unity, inequality
rather thanequality and repressionrather
than freedom."

ALPHA SIGMA NU

National Jesuit Honor Society

Election '86 debate!

INITIATIVE 30: "SEATTLE

- A 'CITY OF REFUGEE'?

WHAT SHOULD THE ROLE OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT BE IN
INFLUENCING NATIONAL POLICIES?"
Panel:
"YESON 30"

ALLAN NELSON- Head ofU.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service,
Washington D.C.
HOLT RUFFIN-- Advisory Committee Member of Citizens for Responsible
Immigration, Seattle, Wa.
"NOON30"
MICHALE POSNER-- ExecutiveDirector of the Lawyer's Committee for
Human Rights,New York, N.Y.
SISTER KATHLEEN PRUITT-- Chairman for the Committee for "NO on
Initiative 30", Seattle, Wa.
MODERATOR:
BRYAN JOHNSON- Senior CorrespondentKOMO T.V./RADIO
DATE: OCT. 31. 86
TIME: 7:00 pjn. 9:00 p.m.
PLACE: PIGOTT AUDITORIUM. SEATTLE UNIVERSITY,12th ST. ENTRANCE
SPONSOR: ALPHA SIGMA NU.(NATIONAL JESUIT HONOR SOCIETY)
CONTACTS: ALPHA SIGMA NU OFFICE 626-5855. 11:00 a.m. 1:00 p.m. DAILY
NADINE FABBISHUSHAN325-6836
DANCLARKSON 328-0989

-

Letters In the
Pinko Press II
To Ibe Editor:
Although Ihaven't been a regular
Spectator reader since I
graduated from
Seattle University ten years ago, I
did
have occasion to read the recent "Pinko
Press" discussion between Mr. EJlingcr
and Ms.Nill. May Iadd my two cents
worth?
Iagree with Judy (I can use her first
namebecause weare friends) that guilt is
elf-indulgent and destructive. Guilt is
not an adequate answer to the terrible
burden ofhuman misery inour world
But maybe it's a start. My guilt
prevents me from being completely
satisfied with creature comforts. Maybe
my guilt iseven appropriate.
To the extent that I subsidize South
American cash crops which exploit the
native people; to (he extent that I
subsidize theU.S. military machine with
my tax dollars; to the degree that Iam
capable of selfishness and violence,I
am
personally guilty for poverty and
suffering in the world.
But the real problem with guilt is
lliat, while it indulges one's desire for
* ivsical comforts, it starves the human
spirit.
Guilt perpetuates the fallacy that what
we call "the good life" is indeed good;
that even if sufficient resources existed
for all people to enjoy the average
American standard of living, that the
world would somehow be improved.
The ultimate sadness of the
side-by-side existenceof the veryrich and
the very poor is that both sides are
deprived by their separation from one
another.
Without romanticizing poverty. I
think it may be true that those who live

Papal limitations
To the Editor:

Ever since Archbishop Hunthausen
first received notice that Auxiliary
Bishop* Wuerl was to take over decision-making authority in five main
areas of his ministry, Ihave been
considering the problem.
It seems to me that one of the main
imports of Vatican IIwas to decentralize
the Catholic Church, to leave authority
more in the hands of the individuals of
the Church than in those of the Pope,
with that hope the Father McGowan
spoke of, "that we would, with the inspiration of the Gospel and the strengthening love of God, make our world a
better place for us all."
Archbishop Hunthausen has promoted that spirit more visibly than any
other spiritual leader in the United
States, and that's where the problem lies.
You see, the Pope does not
understand Americans, and therefore the
American Catholic Church. Nor could
he. He has never experienced the
freedom, the liberalism,the toleration of
Americans.
Most of all he sees Hunthausen's
extreme visibility on such controversial
issues as homosexual ministry and
miclcar disarmament, his highly publicized protest against arms race, his
allowance of altar girls which seem to be

SU: multicultural?
To the Editor:

Lance Tormey's most sensitive
editoral has offered me the opportunity to
suggest for myself and my university
community some questions for reflection
on racism on campus. Ioffer these as
possible action steps for us to consider
as we seek to honestly represent the
multicultural university we are in the
%.y of Seattle.

Editor
5

below subsistence level have access to
wealth which affluent peoples have left
behind in their ascent of the economic
ladder.
In the United States, our affluence has
brought us fragmented lives andahost of
lifestyle diseases.
Judy suggests we replace guilt with
gratitude and Ibelieve gratitude isa good
beginning. Ialso agree with her that it's
no good to cam lots of money and tlien
give it all away, as in Mr. Ellinger's
scenario.
Such a move would only short-oi. n"
the whole dynamic of human enrichment. Much better to rcprogram ourselves with an enlightened sort of
sclf-intcrcsL
With Mr. Ellingcr I say. "All it lakes
is commitment, and thendo it."
1 might choose not to own a VCR in
order to really enjoy thebenefits ofalife
unburdened by debL Imight opt, month
after month and Christmas after
Christmas, against owning a microwave
or a food processor so thatIcan actually
spend more time and effort to feed my
family.
Imight fast one day each week; not to
lose weight, not to earn brownie points
in heaven, but to enable myself to
remember that not everyone can cat any
time they want to.
Ido these small things today, hoping
that on one of my tomorrows Iwill be
capable of the courageousgenerosity ofa
Mother Teresa or aGandhi.
So thanks for the "Pinko" article, and
far printing Judy'sresponse. Each made
me both guilty and grateful.

Pacificism? Horrors!
For our children

To the Editor:
il Terry Robert* publicly
for his contribution on "Pacifism: brain
food fn<
111 Uir Oct. IS issue of
Uic Spectator.
My sense of gratitude comes rrom the
feel thut 1 Imvc n little boy In xecond
ynwlc and was totally unaware of the
dangers lurking for him in today's public
I school education.
Iread in shock about this situation of
"gratuitous sadism" which is pursued by
public school teachers trying to train Tor
pacifism in general and for opposition or
U.S. defense policies in particular."
1 am liappy to say thai so far Douglass
is developing well. He. already knows
thai ho is growing up in the greatest
country in live world, is reasonably
convinced that the Russians will shoot
him down on his way to Mars (he plans
to become an astronaut!), and has learned
from bis teacher that all the military
personnelin the area arc here to protect
freedom.
In short he has developed a strong
sense of partiotism and pledges allegiance to the flag in school every morning with greatconviction.
Thus far. at least, it seems that hehas
been able to avoid those teachers who
would pollute his little mind with ideas
about the superiority of 'peacemakers"
over those involved in military activities.
Peggy Dean
He loves to watch all those television
cartoons which teach him Uic importance
SU Alumni
of fighting against foreign intruders,
particularly those dressed in rod.
His friends at school have communa statement on women in the church
icated to him their deep admiration for
and decides to make Hunthauscn an
Rambo andGIJoe: Doug Insists that he.
example to what he sees to the doctrines
like (hey, be permitted to own military
and traditions of die Roman Catholic
Iwhich be sees abundantly displayed
Church.
»n department stores.
Now,Idon't agree with this decision.
With .ill of iticse attitudes firmly in
Ithink the church in Seattle was
hope and pray that
place ai age seven, I
growing and changing under Hunihauscn
will
able
in withstand the
Douglas*
b«
into a caring insinuation that understood
pressure should he ever bo exposed to a
the people and their problems and also
teacher who actually stresses the importried to set an equitable example for the
tance of "peacemaking.*
congregation.
Ihope thaihe will understand thai his
However (and this is a big however),
represents very much a minority
teacher
Ihave finally come to a conclusion I
view
and
will have learned to treat her
think that now that the Pope has made
of suspicion.
with
the
utmost
this decision he cannot in good conhope he will also have the strength
I
science back down and still maintain his
10 be able to cope with violence as the
image and power in the Church.
subject of serious inquiry rather than
Now thaihe has done this, even if it
only in the form of 'entertainment' on
is a mistake, he must stand firmly in
television.
order to enforce further decisions. It is
Jinally, he will hopefully also
too bad that this decision has had the
that it is his exposure to this.
understand
impact and reaction it has, though. The
distinguishes his country
teacher
which
Pope will find this to have a costly
from others sucb as South Korea. Chile
move.
the
and yes. the Soviet Union
My only hope is thatHunthauscn and
opportunity to hear a minorit> view exWucrl will be able to work matters out
pressed in a public school.
between themselves and that the conMy God give Doogb].v> Hie strength to
gregation will not suffer too much. 1
withstand this "most serious form of
pray that the Lord will guide them in
mental child abuse," Thanks again.
their efforts atcooperation.
Tory!

...

-

-

Louise Stcrley
Campion Hall

Brigittc 11. Schul*
AssistantProfcssur

Campus Ministry; I. Docs our
staff reflect ihe student body we serve?
2. Is our programming enhancing the
lives of our students in .such a way that
they will Jive lives reflective of Jesus
I"r i i wholoved everyperson and every
community for their gifts, possibilities,
and needs?
Academic Concerns: I. Docs our
curriculum prepare our students to move
sensitively, positively, and Skillfully

with people who are culturally, and
racially different? 2. Does our curriculum prepare our students of color to
lead successful lives -and be of service,
within their communities of color, as
well as within the white community?
Recruiting: Are we choosing to
reach out to the poor and people ofcolor
around us? Are we prepared to support
them in successfully completing their
college education?

1

.
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For toy companies
To the Editor:
Hooray for this year's Soapbox
Fonun! It is the first or only thing
read in the new watered-down, pi:
chewed, while bread, anemic Spectator
(you wacky kids!). Thanks for encouraging students to speak their minds.
Being thus inspired myself.I'd like to
respond to anarticle in last week's Spec.
The article's author fell that pacifistic
ideology was being thrust upon school
children.
Hercferrcs U> "pathetic" letter; written
in classrooms by children who are upset
about the prospect of nuclear war. The
author thinks this is an abuse,as a child
of early elementary school uge is
incapable of weighing data and making
an intelligent decision.
Ohcome on.
Once a child steps out of the
classroom he is bombarded by messages
that validate militarism, nationalism, and
sexism. Take a Inok at toys aimed at
liulc boys. War toys sales arc at an all
time high.
G.I. Joes, toy weapons, plastic
models, camouflage pyjamas etc.. etc.
Right behind our pal Joe is He-Man and
his brigade ofmuscle-bound Aryan men.
These litUc dudes arc prcuy lough for
being only five inches lull.
Other five inch best sellers are
likenesses of, you got it, the quintessence of American masculinity, professional wrestlers!
Next in our parade of macho fun is
kilter robots who turn into totally boss
trucks with huge wheels. Killer,' And
hey kids! What's the best way to market
our killer robots? Saturday morning
cartoons is how. Scooby Doo where,
indeed,are yt»
These cartoons are half-hour long
commercials for the toys. Rarabo, Mr.
T., G.I. Joe, Go-Dots: on and on.
Of the episodesI've seen, I'veretained
one message, (hat violence is the
appropriate response to any conflict.
Let's be frank;kids these daysdig war.
What about the little girls you ask?
For them feaiurless dolls, Smurfs.
Rainbow Brile, My Little Pony:
anything that II keep ific little gals
passive and submissive.
So let the litUo tykes write their
letters and take comfort in tlie idea that
the lilUe weasels will probably stop off
at fa 7-11and knock off a couple dozen
Ruslics in the popular video game
"Rushiu' Attack.'
Keepup die cod-like work. Sonpboa!

'

Richard Farrell
SV Student

[Editor's note: /, too. like the Soapbox
can't explain why it's
Fonun- Sorry,I
time to run to 7-11 for those video
games -i.T.)
■"

My Church: Are we willing to
share decision makingpower with people
of color, women of all races, the poor,
and the oppressed?
Ioffer these questions for our
discussion and growth. May we always
with each other well and continue with
the business of becoming a university
committed to service.
Joseph McGowan, S.J.
Director of Campus Ministry

Soapbox
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See the cat? See the cradle?
Of the trials, tribulations, and tragedies thus far
By David Ellinger
Spectator OpinionEditor

Quite a bit of stuff to talk to you
about this week, so please bear withme.
This section could certainly use
some new blood. By now, you're
probably getting sick of seeingonly me,
a staff opinion, and a bunch of letters
dominating (in space) the Soapbox
Forum section. Therefore, once again,
I'm passing aroundthe hat(as it were) for
stray thoughts, passing fancies, whatever
you would like to write about or see this
benevolent staff writeabout. Please drop
me a line at the Spec: we'd love to have
you(Ooooh! So possessive!). Letters to
the Editor are wonderful as well: they
keep this section in the form of a dialogue, rather thanabunch of people getting into solliloquies that would make
Hamlet's eyes roll.
Thank you to all people who wrote
in with comments and suggestions
relating to the "What's wrong with
liberals, froma pinko" article. Now that
we've had some feedback-and you'll find
yet another response on the Letters
page— lfeel compelled to make some
retrospective remarks.
Ithink one of the fundamental reasons
why so many people were with me in
general but completely disagreed in
specific was that Iwas writing from a
"too personal" standpoint. Not that I
don'tbelieve ina conversational style; I
loveour weekly dialogue.
The problem is that, lately, I've been
possessedby the weakness of man, of
myself. I
still haven't had my youthful
idealism beaten out of me, and thus I
retain the naive belief that everything is
possible,regardless of internal circumstances. Thus,even though we are not
perfect, I
believe that we can become
perfect.
Iought to be content with myself.
With ourselves. I'm not Give me time.
The "do asmuch as you can, until one
day when you can give all of yourself
makes sense. It is comforting. Ifeel
myselfgravitating towards it.
But I'll kick, claw, and scream all the
way.

In case you were wondering, nolibel
suits havebeen dropped off, inreference
to the Pat Robertson article. I'll keep
youposted.
One interesting thing I've noticed
since coming to the Spec is that I
don't
write your average Opinion article, not
in respect to quality, butrather in respect
to subject matter.
The usual Opinion page has articles
on,oh...let's see, Cory Aquino and what
the U.S. should have done about
Daniloff and how we can beat the

Istill haven't had my youthful idealism beaten
retain the naive belief that
out of me, and thus I
everything is possible. Even though we are not
perfect Ibelieve that we can become perfect.
Russians at the summitCßeat someone at
a summit? That shouldn't be possible!)
and how to get the best money you can
for your tax bill and why we shouldn't
help the poor and unfortunate and why
the Freedom Fighters are really ex-CIA
men who needed a job and how many
ICBMs we should haveund so weiter.
There seems to be an assumption here
that the focus of the great minds of the
world, or at least the most opinionated
ones, should be on these topics, that we
should all be focused on Ronald Reagan
and Pat Robertson as the "topics of conversation."
beg to differ.
I
Thus,in this opinion section, as long
as I'm theeditorof this space, we'll print
whatever strikes our fancy, whatever we
feel needs printing. Whatever that may
be.
Therefore,expect to see different kinds
of stories in this section from here on
out, guys. All I'll guarantee is that it
willbe more biased than "News" andless
story-minded than "Features."
If you don't like it, if the mental
masturbation that goes on in the oval
office is your kind of thing, I've got one
thing to say to you.
Write it. Submit it.
Otherwise,like the unregistered voter,
you get no say.
"Nyuka, nyuka,nyuka" quoth the hermit.
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One puzzlement for me throughout
this brief tenure at the Spec is the fact
that Ihave gone through life completely
oblivious to the importance of
appearance. Iam not well kept, Idress
purely for comfort, Ido not believe in
imposing any conformity on my hair,
and,in general,I
caremore for quality of
the product rather than the "selling" of
the product, whether the product is
myself or my work.
Inever thought of applying this
policy to my work here at the Spectator.
Icame in with theattitude that, "Well, if

they're not smart enough to read the
page, that's they're problem, not mine!"
However, I
have reluctantly come to
the conclusion that it don't matter how
good a story is;if they don'tread it, who
caresifitcould wina damn Pulitzer?
Thus, you'll see lots of graphic dead
space,nice drawings andextended quotes
in the middle. All to make the articles
appeal visually and appear shorter in
length(Whew! And to think that this
guy expected the average college student
to read more than 500 words!), in

addition to selling this section so well
that you put it next to the USA Today
on your bathroom counter.
This infuriates me, but Ihave no
choice. I'm not mad at anyone who
works at the paper; I'm mad at the
system. The system that says that you
have to be good-looking to run for
President, that the Master Plan is more
important than paying professorsenough
to keep them here, that women must
shave their legs and wear makeup and
perfume to be attractive, that it don't
matter how good the paper is, it's got to
be double-spaced, that quality shouldbe
subordinated to quantity, appearance,and
punctuality.
got from a docuThere's a great lineI
mentary on Buddhism. Someone said in
that film that if you find something
ugly, stare at it until you find itbeautiIdealistic, you say? Well, Mortimer
Adler saw a piece of graffiti on a wall in
Paris which read, "Be realistic: Attempt
the impossible."

Madison avenue, Entertainment Tonight, Ronald Reagan,Ibid you a fond
Tune in next week, when we'll hear
Senator Slade Gorton say, "What? Me
worry?!?"
No! Honest!

Fall into
Photo
Savings
At Market Place Photo students receive a 10%
discount on film and processing by showing your
student l.D. card. Now thru November 30, 1986
by presenting this ad you can save an additional
dollar on every roll of 1 10, 126, or 35 mm C-41
color print film you bring in for developing &
printing.
We1 re located near by at 426 Broadway on the
corner of Jefferson and Broadway. We're open
Monday thru Friday from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Come seeus today & start saving!

HAPPY

Features
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HALLOWEEN

J

Did you know,..

Jl

Not until the Irish fled thePotato Famine and immigrated to Die United Stales
in the 1840's did Halloween become integrated into U.S. culture. NationaJ
J observance,although, was not common until the late 1800's.

Jk The Carving of jack-o-lanternsis alsoan Irish tradition.In Ireland, although.
0 oversized rutabagas,turnips and potatocs-notthe allAmerican pumpkin-were
usedas lanterns at Halloween celebrations.

J Irish tradition also includes fairies or "little people" who arc responsible for

mischievous deeds on Hollowccn. These ghostly goblins were extremelyactive

A in the late 1800"s in this country and were blamed for "Beggars' Night" pranks,
such changing street names, turning water faucets,building fences across roads
JMI and--yes,
youknew it-soaping windows.
■ "Trick-or-lrcau'ng" supposedly foundits origin.'; when Irish peasants wandered

J through the countryside asking for money and foodin the name of the saint.

"Masquerading," that once-a-ycar time when we all look like fools, some
scholars say, is derived from themedieval practice of dancing around churches
on Halloween during which the community people dressed as angels, patron
saints and devils.
For all who have little goblins wishing to "make the rounds
this Halloween these simple tips on a safe Halloween may just
make the difference...

"■

■
J

"Serve a large meal and a delicious dessert before sending the kids to go
irick-or-ircaiing, this obviously will keep the craving for candy at a
minimum...

*w

{

Scarecrow looks over pumpkin patch in the Issaquah Valley.

o Pumpkins- not

just throwaways

By

John Teehan
SpectatorEditor

jp

With the coming of Halloween every
Oct. 31 some items become more important or interesting than at any other
full
of
bag
separate
them
a
time of the year.
handed.
Give
empty
m ♥Don'tsend the kids out
until
candy
only
bag
to
from
this
For instance, horror, sci-fi and monthem
cat
pre-collcctcd
munchies and instruct
■
ster movies carry the weekly viewing
momordad hashad achance to check over the newly harvested candy crop.
9 schedule on TV and at themovies.
Candy becomes thenumber one staple
m *Costumes should be in bright colors. If dark-colored witch costumes arc
of many; excuses for parties and getworn,include a large,bright hat or arm band.
togethers abound.
And pumpkins thrive.
"By all means "trick-or-trcat" WITH your younger children and instruct the
being
object
to
ifc| "Pumpkins have been an important
older kids to NEVER enter a house to get candy. If your kids
accompanied, wail for them on the corner while tlicy go around the block. ■F part of many stories and rhymes," Jan
Grant, King County Extension Agent for
WATCH YOUR KIDS AND YOURSELF.
Washington State University, said.
♥Youmight want to establish a pre-arranged candy route that you and
"Everyone knows how Cinderella was
neighbors have set up. You or your neighbors may want to organize a "mini
magically
taken to theball in a pumpkin
party' ateach stopping point and have a game to play,homemade snacks to cat
that turnedinto a coach," she said. "But
anda little treat to take home.
&» did you know that the tradition of
"With very young children, you may try swapping candy for their favorite
■P
carving Jack-'O-Lanterns at Halloween
homemade goodies. Youcould play "store"-trade candy for crayons,putty,toys,
comes fromanold English custom?
balloons and anumberof other things that children love.
"Theeerie light that was cast by these
hollow, candle-lit pumpkins was said to
"Tiny scratch pads, colored pencils funny erasers, pennies or nickels,
wardoff evil spirits. Thename 'Jack-'O¥ toothbrushes, colorful stickers, usedchildrcns books, balls, paper money, gift
E& Lantern' was derived from 'Jack with a
certificates etc. make greatgiveaways instead of the usualand now controversial
Lanthorn, which,according to folklore,
candy handouts.Look for bulk items in your local store.
was a mysterious light that caused
travelers to become confused and lost in
"If scratch pads and colored pencils arc'nt your idea of a treat try buying" an
the swamps."
Easier Seals coupon book. Each book contains 10 couponsgood for a "treat at
*
Pumpkins are not only rich in
area businesses,including Pay'n Save,Taco Bell,Farfar'sIce Cream, the Pacific j m legends, but also in nutrition.
Science Center and a number of other local businesses.The books are available
Grant points out that pumpkins are a
by calling 281-57(10. The book is only SI and it goes fora great cause.
good source of vitamin A. One-half cup
of cooked pumpkin provides more than
These area hospitals will be X-Raying candy during Halloween
the daily requirement of vitamin A,
night...
while contributing only about 40
calories.
Ouerlalce Hospital. Belleuue. For mor Information
Pumpkins also contain substantial acoll: 454-4011
( % mounts of several other key ingredients:
vitamin C, iron and potassium.
Unlley Medical Center. Rentonf from 6-9pm.
228-3450.

M
V

M

1
I
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Steueni Memorial Hospital. Edmonds. For more
Information call: 771-0158.
Howling Halloween happenings...

Oct. 30 & 31--Harvest Festival, sponsored by the Pike Place Market
Merchants' Association. Mooing and Clucking Contest, Egg toss, and
Pumpkin Carving Contest. Call 587-0351 for more information.
Oct. 31 -Halloween dance 9-la.m. Campion Towers...wear your favorite
costume.

Pumpkins are made up of about 92
other 8 percent containingcarbohydrates, fiber and protein.
Grant said pumpkins arc "cheap, nutritional and very easy to handle (in terms
of cooking) all this wrapped up in
one."
But don't just purchase any pumpkin,
Gramsaid. Choose one thai is heavy For
its size and which has a hard, smooth
rind without blemishes.
She said the color should be bright
orange. Smaller pumpkins arc more
tender and sweet and have less stringy
flesh than larger ones.
What about pumpkin longevity?
Grant said pumpkins can be stored for
several months at about SO degrees, if
they are not bruised and still have the
stem attached.
Iliey are easilyprepared by cooking in
boiling water after the skin and seeds
havebeenremoved.
Grant said cooked pumpkin can only
be stored for several days in the
refrigerator, but may be frozen for extended storage.
When preparing a pumpkin for
display, use all of it. Even the seeds,
when roasted, make a nutritious snack
(or soGrant says).
Time to go. Haven't picked up my
pumpkin yet.
percent water; the

-

Correction

I
regret the technical mistake madein
last week's Spectator concerning the
"Cherry Blossom" story. After months
of long distance phone calls and ,
numerous interviews such a nusiuke
really hurts. Ipromise the S.U.
community that every effort will be
taken in the future to insure that stones
printed on the "Feature" pages are
technically correct.
|,
Lance R. Tormev

STUDY IN EUROPE
The University of Louvain (est. 1425), Leuven, Belguim offers

)

Complete programmes in Philosophy for the
degrees of 8.A., M.A., and Ph.D plus
a junior year abroad programme ,?*%.

All courses are in English
Tuition is 14,500 Belgium Franks (±s2so)

Write to:

Secretary English Programmes
KardinaelMercierplein2, B-3000 Leuven,Belgium

K.U. Leuven
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Friday, Oct. 31 Campion Tower 9:00-1:00 a.m.
Price $2.00 w/costume $3.00 w/out costume
Live Music featuring "WE Htunfl"
Sponsored by A.S.S.U. & Alpha Sigma Nu
all proceeds go to United Way
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Thurs. Oct. 30 6:00 p.m.
2nd floor Chieftan
Free showin9 f
"THE BIG SLEEP"
starring Bogart & Bacall
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MU IRHO CHI
Luncheonmeeting

Wed Oct 29 12-1

Be an A.S.S.U.Senator ! 3 Positions Open
Sign up in A.S.S.U. office by Nov. 3
2nd fir. Student Union Buil. Or call 626-6815
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Congressional Debate
Thurs. Oct. 29 12-1 p.m. Pigott Auditorium
Congressman Mike Lowry and challenger Don MacDonald
Sponsored by A.S.S.U. and Pre-Legal Society
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"Yes on 30" Allan NelSOn-Head of U.S. Immigrations Naturalization Service, Wash. D.C.
Holt Ruffin-Advisory member-Citizens for Responsible Immigration, Seattle Wa.

"No On 30" Michael Posner-Executive Dir.of Lawyer's Committee for Human Rights, N.Y.
Sister Kathleen Pruitt-Committee for "NOon Initiative 30" Seattle Chairwoman
Moderator- Bryan Johnson-Senior correspondent KOMO
Friday Oct. 31 7:00-9:00 p.m. Pigott Auditorium Sponsoredby Alpha Sigma Nu
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Crest film series focuses on juvenile delinquency
By Brenda Pittsley
SpectatorReporter

tit

would be easy to construct a film
ies around a theme of "youth in
üblc." Teenage trauma has been a
popular subject since before "Romeo and
Juliet" and screenwriters have always
r>~md the eros of emerging adulthood to
>c ripe material.
Enough of these films exist, from
East of Eden" to "Taps," to organize a
ozen film series featuring actors under
ge 21. It is uncommon, however, for
ucha theme to emerge on its own.
But that's what happened to the Best
f the Rest at the Crest film series,
riginally scheduled as a potpourri of
;ood little films" that would otherwise
lave minimal showings to select
udiences, usually in film festivals,
ccording to Ruth Haylor, film booker
or the Seven Gables theater group and
wimary organizer for The Best of the
lest series.
Ostensibly, the only unifying factor
etween the nine contemporary films
rom six different countries was that they
wereall made with limited budgets and
unknown talent.
It wasn't until after the series was
scheduled, published and ready to roll,
Haylor said, that a "hidden theme of
juveniledelinquency" became apparent.
One of the stories is about the
mystery of female sexual awakening;
another follows the "Hard Choices" a
15-year-old must make when he is
charged as an accomplice in a murder
committed by his brothers; the final film
in the series tells the true story ofa 19th
century man who wasraisedas a girl and

discovers his true gender in young
adulthood.
At least six of the nine films explore
such storylines. Apparently modern
filmmakers are ready to take youth
seriously again after "Fast Times at
Ridgemont High" and other fleshflaunting films turned the genre into a
wet T-shirt contest not to be taken
seriously even by teenagers.
It's likely then, that thishidden theme
could serve to make the series particularly poignant for college students,
themselves in the first throes of adult
awarenessand decision making.
In fact, the fall scheduling of The
Best of the Rest series is not coincidental. "We do rely on students,"
Haylor said.
A series featuring little-known actors
in low-budget movies is more likely to
be successful during the school year.
College students aremore"adventurous"
moviegoers, more willing to experiment
with theater and to tolerate subtitles, she
said.
"I love college-age moviegoers,"
got
Haylor explained, "partly because I
my interest in movies during college."
Butalsobecause after more than20 years
in the business, she says she's come to
appreciate college audiences for their
enthusiasm.
Though The Best of the Rest films
are all quality productions discovered
through the Seattle Film Festival and
other national and Canadian festivals,
they are expensiveand risky to promote
except in a combined series format,
Haylor said.
These films do not have the
big-studio promotional advantages

"Hard Choices," starring Gary McCleery, is currently playing at the
Crest as part of a series on juvenile delinquency.
accorded lesser films with bigger names
shown at SRO-type mainstream theaters.
That's one "reason why these movies
never played in town," Haylor said.
"Audiences forget theaters have to break
even
we kept waiting for other
theaters to bring back some of the
wonderful movies from the (Seattle)
festival," but when it became clear they
weren't coming back for standard runs,
Seven Gables decided to sponsor The
Best of theRest series with KEZX radio

...

through Dec. 11.
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The series, which includes "heavy,
serious films" and "crazy, very physical

Trick or Treat' overdoses on special effects

By Lisa Banks
Spectator Arts&Entertainment Editor

"Trick or Treat," a satirical rock 'n'
roll horror film that opened last Friday,
was all tricks andno treat
The film offered a definite overdoseof
special effects and not enough of the
satirical humor that could have made it
work. "Trick or Treat" was still more
ridiculously humorous thanhorrifying.
The story revolved around a nerdy
teenager who, when he was not getting
picked on at school, was listening to
heavy metalmusic in his room. Eddie's
fascination with rock idol Sammy Curr
turned into a nightmare when the rock
star returned from the dead to gain
revenge on the highschool that banned
him from playing theHalloween dance.
"Trick or Treat" was alsoa parody on
the ultra-conservatives who preach about
the evils of rock 'n' roll. Eddie played
Curr'salbums backwards only to receive
evil messages andbecome a pawn in the
rock star's plans for revenge.
But the best joke of all was when
Ozzy Osborne appearedon televisionasa
minister preaching the evils of rock
music.
Ifthe whole film had been a parody of
this sort, it might have been much
better. But even the humor was lame.
Atone point,Curr's electrically charged
ghost gets his hand shoved into the
toilet.
Later, Eddie said, "Hey man, you
looked a little bit flushed back there."
Another throwawaygag isa marquee on
the local theater that reads, "Lunch of the
Living Dead."
Tony Fields, who choreographed the

humor," began Oct. 10 and continues

Piecora's
Delivers
New York
Pizza

The Original 17" New York Pizza for only
$8.50, Calzones, Salads and Hot Heros.

Plus afulllineof Delisandwichesat Lunch
All just around thecorner. Minimum
deliveryorder $8.00.

14th and EastMadison
Free delivery

322-9411

Ozzy Osborne, Tony Fields andGene Simmons star in "Trick or Treat."
concert scenes, did thebest that hecould

with therole of Sammy Curr. Iexpected
more from Marc Price whoplayedEddie
Weinbauer,however.
Price, with his baby face and sweet
manner,just wasn't like the headbangers
I
knew in highschool.
It seemed ridiculous to me that this
heavy metal maniac was constantly
getting beat up by a guy with a tie.
Price was apparently miscast, but it
didn't matter too much because the role

was poorly written in the first place.
"Trick or Treat" was a largely
unsuccessful attempt to stun theaudience
with the overwhelming use of special
effects. Aren't the scariest films those
which wecanrelate to?
Since the advent of special effects, the
horror film just hasn't been the same.
If you want a good scare this
Halloween, your best bet is to stay
home, stay up till the wee hours of the
morning and turn on the tube.
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Rocky

returns

Horror'

to

Stage

the

M.Burke Walker displayed
imagination in his
direction of "Rocky Honor,"
from the stand-up bedroom
scenes (blanket and pillows are
held up so it looks like the
characters are in bed) to the

Spectator Arts &
EntertainmentEditor

great

It was a dark and stormy
night in Dr.Frank N.Farter's
neighborhood Bradand Janet,
a couple of innocent allAmerican kids, were out for a
driveinthemiddle of nowhere

when their
tire
"

waterless waterballet

G. Valraont Thomas was
stunning as Frank N. Farter,
the transsexual scientist.
David Hunter Koch and Laurie
Clothier were wonderfully
wholesomemBradand Janet.
RichardO'Brien created "Tlie
Rocky Horror Show" when he
found himself suddenly
unemployed and watching late
night horror flicks. Heplayed
with the idea of writing a show
that he'd like to seeThe original "Rocky Horror
Show" opened in 1973 at
London'sRoyal CoyrtTheatre.
The film version, "The
Rocky Horror Picture Show,"
opened two years later and
featured several members of the
original cast (Tim Curry,
Meatloaf): Both the mage and
Him versions enjoyed success

blew,

"dammit! Brad said,1knew I
should have gotten that spare
tire fsxed!" He thought for a
moment "Didn't we just pass
acastle a few milesback?"

-

And so the legendary "Rocky

Horror Show" began again.
But good things die hard, as it
tfwiuld be.
The "Rocky Horror Show,"
asizzlingrock musical,opened
The Empty Space Theatre's
198S/87 season on Wednesday,
Oct. 1. The show was
scheduled to ran through
Sunday, Nov. 2 but, due to
popular demand, it has been
extended for one week.
had it my way (and
probably if the theater didn't
Is), the

show would goon indefinitely.
The Bmpty Spaceproduction
must see for Rocky fans
and "virgins" (first time

following, and cart still be seen
at midnight every Friday and

viewers)alike.

■Iwas both
Iandapprehensive when
As an'
scky Horror Picture'
Shew" groupie,1 was anxious
to see how this erotic film
could possibly be performed on
stage (although it was
originally a stage production).
Bat !was afraid that my
favonte part of the film
audience participation—would beentirely
taken over by the actors. It wasn't.
An excellent cast, includingseveral
masked ushers,managed to geteveryone
involved. In fact, the Empty* Space
production seemed toreachamore varied
audience than the film ever could, maybe
because the play was more humorous and
not quite as explicit as the film.
WhenBradand Janet entered the castle
and asked to use the phone, they had no
idea what was in store for them. They
encoutered an alien scientist and his

Row.

get involved,even acting it out

?

High school and college

|
students throw rice during the

£

wedding scene,putnewspapers

§ over their heads and
water guns during the storm
and throw toast whenBlank N.
Furter calls for a toast.
Regulars also know a variety of unmentionable responses that- they yell
througTvoft^t h
1m.^ I
But until;you've jse?n tht fempty
Space production, you ain't seen nothin'

--

eccentric servants who,after much song
and dance, threatened to beam them all
back to the planet of Transsexual in the
galaxy of Transylvania.

—

__-_____________i

A/

_____—_—__-—

about in little more than their underwear,
singing unthinkable tunes such as,
"Toucha, Toucha, Touch Me," "Sweet
Transvestite" and the infamous "Time

—_

________ ______ ____

Sound bizane? It is. But it's also a
lot of fun. The audience is allowed to
really let go while thecharacters prance

S.U. LIBRARY
BOOK SALE
Thursday, Oct. 30

8:00 a.m. 5:00p.m.

FIRST FLOOR LIBRARY
BARGAIN PRICES!

Ii«,.

_.

"There's no crime

clffi

]

J

Tickets, $11.50 to $16.50. Seniors
and students, half price day of show.
Call 467-6000 to charge by phone.
Tickets are selling out fast, so you'd
better hijnjjy!

Warp." But as Frank N. Furtcr
proclaims, "Ttieie's no crime in giving
yourself over ty pleasure."

Dance! Dance! Dance!

U

DJ.'s NIGHTLIFE'S

I

GRAND OPENING

I

—

-king sizebeer special ~ $2.75!
—dancing nightly no cover!
-huge screen video- Seahawks &
Monday Night Football

1501 E. Olive Way
(one block southof RedRobin on Capital Hill)

322-6356
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boats in British Columbia

Sailors cruise to third place
By Angie Babcock and

Shelly Griffin

-

Victoria, B.C. The Seattle
University Sailing Team floated away
with a third place trophy this past
weekend in a regattaheld here at Royal
Roads Military Academy.
SU was one of 10 universities to
compete in the regatta and finished
behind Western Washington University
and the University of Washington. Some
other schools that competed included
Oregon State,University of Victoria and
Reed College.
Although the featherlight winds
hampered sailing Saturday, they gusted
periodically Sunday, enough to sail the
remainder of the regatta. Saturday's
seafairing encapsuled two races in the
barelybreezy weather on the Straights of
Georgia. SU's "A" fleet, Dan Clarkson
and Roxanne Young, finished 4-5-5 in
their three races over both days. Tim
Verharen and Alicia Going placed 5-3-4
in the "B" fleet. In "C" fleet Lewis
Hoffer andNickiDerelle took 3-3-8.
The Royal RoadsRegatta is one of the
most important races of the year,
according to Clarkson. The winner of the
race, this year WWU, will go to the
national competition in Chicago.
This military academy is a perfect
place for a fall regatta. An old
Victorian-type castle is the center of
campus, or as the "Roadies" call it, the
"base." Large,blue-headed peacocks and
docile deer wander the base with no
knowledge of human existence.Timeless
trees shed their leavesover the wandering
paths and expansesoflawn.
Of course, no one would ever guess
that a military school, complete with
constantly marching cadets, khakicolored clothing and cannons in the
courtyard, would ever encompass sucha
romantic setting.
At one point, some of the female
sailors were looking for the showers.
They werelostandasked direction from a
freshman cadet. The cadet proceeded to
walk, arms swinging at shoulder height,
legs stiff and perfectly straight. "Follow
me," he commanded. "But don't walk
this way." He performed tight pivots at

all corners and pointed to the washroom
with drillicam accuracy. Off base this
would seem strange, but this was just
another part of life to the cadets and,
eventually, the sailors.
The level of comradeship of sailors is
amazing. As one SU sailing team
member put it, "Sailing is one of the
unique sports that we have because
sailors help out sailors." It didn't matter
what school or what team one was on,
everyonerooted for each other and they
referred to themselves as "one big
family."
On the way home Hoffer, SU team
captain, hadcar trouble. The Evergreen
State College sailors reached him first
and towed his car to a garage. He rode
with TESC from Victoria, 8.C., to
Seattle.
This unity comes from racing against
the same people every weekend of the
school year and the home team sharing
their homes with the other teams.
Because sailing is dependant on the
weather, the sailors also spend much
time waiting together for wind, giving
them time to rap.
The SU sailing team is an extension
of the on-campus sailing club, whose
main purpose is to teach sailing, provide
pleasure sailing and have a good time.
The clubhas moorageat Leschi on LaJft
Washington and its inventory includes
threelazer sailboats, one alphaboat, one
505 boat, one 18-foot thistle and one
30-foot dragon. The 30-footer, "Capris,"
was the winner of the bronze metal in
the 1972 Olympics and was donated last
year to the floaters club.
According to Verharen, co-president,
the club is currently initiating a
fundraising drive. At present the sailing
team is notequipped with the boats they
need for proper practices. So they share
practice with UW, which Clarkson said
is good because "itincreases the level of
competition."
The sailing club is continuously
active during the school year. Cost for
joining is $30 per year and $100 a year
to skipper for the team.

COLLEGE
GRADUATESAIM HIGH.
Get your career oft
to a flying start!
Attend Air Force Officer
Training School,
earn a commission
and begin a rewarding career.
The Air Force offers you good
pay, complete medical care
andmuch more. Call
SSgt Gary Collick
(206) 626-3009 collect

Shely

GrifSnp/Techteaor
SU's Sailing Team members, Lewis Hoffer and Nicki Derelle, sail
swiftly southward in search of the finish line at this year's fourth regatta
held at RoyalRoads Military Academy in Victoria,B.C.

LearnHow To
Take Your Documents
From Boring To
Soaring.
Quality typesetting and eye-catching graphics will say
plenty. Without wasting words. Whether a campus
newsletter, yearbook, research paper, grant proposal or
technical journal, Apple Computer, Inc. has a desktop
publishing solution for you. We'll have seminars, and
hands-on demonstration with the most advanced
hardware and software solutions.
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DESKTOP PUBLISHINGSOLUTIONS
Thursday, October 30th, Stimson Room
Times: 10:00 am, 12:00 pm, 2:00 pm
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Soccer balls are
losing air fast
By Steve Giuntoli
Spectator Reporter
The Seattle University soccer teams
were stopped short of any victories
against conference foes in the last two
weeks.
Although theSU men exploded for a
10-3 non-conference win over Northwest
College last Saturday as Chris Griffin
booted in five goals, conference foes
were not so generous.
In Vancouver,Canada,onOct. 15, the
SU men were held scoreless in an 8-0
loss to Simon Fraser University, who
wasranked sixthin thenation.
At home, the Chieftains were inclose
battle that resulted in a 2-1win for Central Washington University. SU's Pat
Supplee scored theChieftain's only goal
onareflected shot fromSU's Mark Femmerlid.
SU made a trip to Olympia on Oct.
22, losing to Evergreen State College
4-0. TheChieftain's coach, Roy Sinclair
said, "We played very well at times andI
am pleased withour improvement."
Inwomen's soccer action on Oct.14,
SU lost 7-0 to the University of Puget
Sound, the nation's sixth-ranked team.
In the game, the Lady Chieftain's goalkeeper, Timnit Ghermay, was credited
with17 saves.
The SU women played an exhibition
on Oct. 18 on the intramural field and
weredefeated by theirownalumni 8-0.
The Lady Chieftains held the University of Washington to a pair of goals
in the first half and came away with a
5-0 loss on Oct.22.
Updating their conference standings,
the SU men's record is 1-8 and the women's record 0-7. The men play Seattle
Pacific University on Oct.29 and Pacific Lutheran University on Nov.5 to end
the regualr season on the road.
The women finish their season at
home against PLU on Oct. 29 and Washington State University on Nov. 2.

STANDINGS:
Blue Division:
Club Terreo
Get It Up
Brain Dead
Biffs Kids
Spike Heads
The Terminators
Blazing Potatoes
Campion Animals
Black Division:

Intramural football and volleyball players are still tackling the field
and spiking the court as theIM season hitsits peak.
QMrmMtyjiimtL

Green Division:

STANDINGS:
Blue Division:

1

Purple Helmets
3
Schtinky Fingers
2
MelonHeads
1
0
Copenhagen
0
Excel
Women's RedDivision:

2
2
1
2
3

Synods
Hoochers
Xavier Hollanders
Physical Princess

Sixty Niners
Geek Patrol
Brewski Hitman
Terminators
sth Floor Fighters
Football Destroyers
Xavier Nads
Players

W

3
3
2
1
1
1
0
0

o
o

Black Division:
Snails
Staff Infection
Length & Girth
The Schlappy's
Suicidal Tendancies
Bad Grads
Road Warriors
The Hogs

4

3
3
3

2
1
0
0

0
1
1
1

2
2
3

4

Classified Ads
AIRLINE JOBS $15,000-$70,000/yr 3000 GOVERNMENT JOBS List.
Now hiring. Call 805-687-6000 Ext. A-6111 $16,040- $59,230/yr. Now hiring. Call
805-687-6000 Ext R-6111.
for current job list.
PROCESS MAIL FROM HOME!!!
$1.00 per envelope per instructions!!! No
POSTER REPRESENTATIVE for Kaplai experience necessary. As long as you know
EducationalCenter. Approximately12 hourspc
how to read and write english you can do it.
month.Call Pat or Liz. 632-0634.
Work part time or full time!!! For free detail:
enclose self addressed envelope.Nikolaos, T
Learning Center seeks Learning Centei Thyris 74269, Athens161 21, Greece.
Assistant. Degree in education preferred
teaching and/or pro- graining experience Free Campus Pick-up & Delivery,
Maximum 10 hrs./wk./flexible hrs. Please WORD
PROCESSING-TYPING.
contact the Learning Center at 626-5310 01 Dissertations, Manuscripts, Papers,
stop by P404 for more information.
Correspondence,Resumes, PersonalizedForn
Letters. FAST,REASONABLE, ACCURATE
Wanted: HousemateM or F, private bdrm 3 BUSINESS PROSE. 367-2434.
215, laundry inhouse. Also available in sarm
house, 1 bdrm apt. $ 330. 1407- 15th Aye $60.00 PER HUNDRED PAID for
For more inlu, call Wayne at ''29-5456 aftc remailing letters from home! Send
self-addressed, stamped envelope for
6:00 p.m.
information/ application. Associates, Box
JAZZ PIANO LESSONS with 95-B, Roselle,NJ, 07203.
experienced teacher/player impro- visation.
chord progression& ar- rangement. Bill Ross i TYPIST NEAR CAMPUS. Students,
business, legal, medical, resumes, offict
527-5018.
organization, etc. Sense of humor, some
Joan— Did you hear there's a Womens genius. 325-3081.
Resource Room on campus now? (What a
University
Seattle
great idea!) They provide a bulletinboardful
Child
of information, books we can borrow, Development Center offers part and
programming on contemporary wo- mens'. fulltime care for ages 2 1/2- 7. Open yeai
issues, and wecan study there too! Let's mcc round from 7-5:30, M-F. Discounts for
there for lunch (Student Union Bldg, Room students,staff, and alums.Meals provided.Call
626-5394.
209) on Friday at 1:30.See you there--Carol.
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DX Weed
3
Samoan Connection 3
F.U.T.S.
2
Gratefully Dead
0
Fine Young Cannibals 0
PisoIslanders
0
Green Division:

0
1
2
2
3

0

Gym Rats
Lost in Space
Road Warriors
Carters Pills
GanGreen
Fifth Year Plus
Mixed Co
Bilbo Gaggers
RedDivision:

W.

L

2
2
2
2
2
1
1

1
1

Prime Example
Mauley
F.O.A.D.
Gladys Spike
Rebels
Not off the Top
Partiers

3
2
2
2
1

Crazy Bs

2
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1
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